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Pro InfoPath 2007 (Expert's Voice)Apress, 2007
Pro InfoPath 2007 is an excellent book for developers trying to learn the scope and range of application forms that can be built with Microsoft Office InfoPath 2007. InfoPath is now in its 2nd generation and it enables the creation of rich desktop and web forms using XML technologies and allows gathering of structured, business-critical...
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IT Governance: How Top Performers Manage IT Decision Rights for Superior ResultsHarvard Business School, 2004
Firms with superior IT governance have more than 25% higher profits than firms with poor governance given the same strategic objectives. These top performers have custom-designed IT governance for their strategies. Just as corporate governance aims to ensure quality decisions about all corporate assets, IT governance links IT decisions with company...
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Heterocyclic ChemistryJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	This book has so closely matched the requirements of its readership over the years that it has become the first choice for chemists worldwide.


	Heterocyclic chemistry comprises at least half of all organic chemistry research worldwide. In particular, the vast majority of organic work done in the pharmaceutical and...
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The Hype About Hydrogen: Fact and Fiction in the Race to Save the ClimateIsland Press, 2005
In his 2003 State of the Union address, President Bush seized the nation's attention with his advocacy of a "hydrogen economy," with fuel cells that produce energy and water taking the place of fossil fuels in cars that produce greenhouse gases. As Romm (Cool Companies), a former Department of Energy official in the Clinton...
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Microsoft® Mobile Development HandbookMicrosoft Press, 2007
Experienced developers get proven techniques, real-world insights, and extensive code samples in Microsoft Visual C# to help deliver access to informationanywhere, on any device. Developers need to respond with more than simple adaptations of the user interfacethey need to implement mobile solutions for most of their applications.     

...
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Technical, Commercial and Regulatory Challenges of QoS: An Internet Service Model PerspectiveMorgan Kaufmann, 2008
"I like the author's table of contents a lot.  It flows very well. The way the author presents (what we have today, what is the problem. and what is the solution) gives a comprehensive treatment of the subject.... I would  think there is a market for such a book."  -- Zheng Wang, Principal Scientist, Broadcom (and author of 2001 MK book,...
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Newnes Data Communications Pocket Book, Fourth Edition (Newnes Pocket Books)Newnes, 2002
*A practical engineer’s reference that puts the key information at your fingertips
*Covers essential data, techniques and working practice
*This update covers the latest international regulations

Newnes Data Communications Pocket Book is a remarkable toolkit for engineers, IT professionals, managers and students. The wide...
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Python for Finance: Analyze Big Financial DataO'Reilly, 2014

	
		The financial industry has adopted Python at a tremendous rate recently, with some of the largest investment banks and hedge funds using it to build core trading and risk management systems. This hands-on guide helps both developers and quantitative analysts get started with Python, and guides you through the most important aspects...
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Machine Learning Algorithms: Popular algorithms for data science and machine learning, 2nd EditionPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		An easy-to-follow, step-by-step guide for getting to grips with the real-world application of machine learning algorithms

	
		Key Features

		
			Explore statistics and complex mathematics for data-intensive applications
	
			Discover new developments in EM algorithm, PCA, and bayesian...
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The Geometry of Moduli Spaces of Sheaves (Cambridge Mathematical Library)Cambridge University Press, 2010

	Now back in print, this highly regarded book has been updated to reflect recent advances in the theory of semistable coherent sheaves and their moduli spaces, which include moduli spaces in positive characteristic, moduli spaces of principal bundles and of complexes, Hilbert schemes of points on surfaces, derived categories of coherent...
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Multi-Sensor Data Fusion with MATLAB®CRC Press, 2009

	
		Using MATLAB® examples wherever possible, Multi-Sensor Data Fusion with MATLAB explores the three levels of multi-sensor data fusion (MSDF): kinematic-level fusion, including the theory of DF; fuzzy logic and decision fusion; and pixel- and feature-level image fusion. The authors elucidate DF...
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Video Segmentation and Its ApplicationsSpringer, 2011

	Video segmentation has been a key technique for visual information extraction and
	plays an important role in digital video processing, pattern recognition, and computer
	vision. A wide range of video-based applications will benefit from advances
	in video segmentation including security and surveillance, bank transactions monitoring,...
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